CPS1 T1405N polymorphism, HDL cholesterol, homocysteine and renal function are risk factors of VPA induced hyperammonemia among epilepsy patients.
Valproic acid (VPA) is frequently used in the treatment of epilepsy. The adverse effects of VPA include hyperammonemia (HA) which is characterized by abnormally elevated blood ammonia level. Carbamoyl-Phosphate Synthase 1 (CPS1) is an enzyme catalyzing the initial step of removing ammonia from blood. Studies have demonstrated that the CPS1 polymorphism rs1047891-A allele carriers were susceptible to VPA-induced HA. However, the evidences remained controversial. In this study, we sought to validate the association between rs1047891 and VPA-induced HA by combining the association results from previous studies together. We first conducted a systematic meta-analysis to determine whether rs1047891 was statistically significant. Then, we further evaluated the pleiotropic effects of rs1047891 using published genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and UKBB results. A conditional analysis was conducted to investigate whether the association between rs1047891 and VPA-induced HA was mediated by cardiovascular or renal disease risk factors or vice versa. The allelic, dominant and recessive ORs of rs1047891-A were all significant in our fixed-effect meta-analysis. In GWAS catalog and UKBB data, rs1047891 was associated with basal metabolic rate, adiposity and hematology traits, cardiovascular and renal disease risk factors. We further proved that plasma HDL cholesterol and homocysteine level, in addition to eGFR by serum creatinine, were associated with VPA-induced HA risk independently from rs1047891 polymorphism. In conclusion, the SNP rs1047891 was associated with VPA-induce HA among epilepsy patients. Meanwhile, plasma HDL cholesterol and homocysteine level had independent effects from it.